
HOLIDAYS HOME WORK
June-July 2015-16

Class V
ENGLISH:

1. Read the newspaper daily.
2. Paste the news headlines in the scrap book.
3. Make a poster on the topic ‘Forest Conservation.’
4. Make your own dictionary and make sentences of the same words.
5. Revise the  syllabus done  so far.

MATHS:

(1) Do Miscellaneous exercise and Value-Based questions of Unit  1 , 2 , 3 and 4  in
separate note  books.

(2) Do Page 198, exercise 1, 2 and 3 in books.
(3) Measure the length and breadth of your Bed , Table and any door and write in

note book.
(4) Write the age of all your family members in Roman numerals in the note book.

SOCIAL SCIENCE:
1. Revise the syllabus done till date thoroughly
2. (a) Make a weather scrapbook for which take newspaper cuttings and

magazines. Find other weather related reports such as recent storms or natural
disasters. Also interpret the reason for the occurrence of disaster.

(b) As a responsible citizen of society how will you aware people to be
prepared to respond during different disasters. Draw a small poster.

3. Atlas play around: take an atlas and search for the states through which tropic
of cancer passes and continents through which the equator passes

4. Collect the information (feature) for the day when it is cool ,cloudy, humid and
hot
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SCIENCE:
1. Learn lessons 1 to 5 and also read thoroughly from the book.
2. Make the vaccination chart in your science notebook
3. Do activity (science book page no.-46) --- To learn that heating cause’s thing
to expand and cooling causes things to contract.

Note down your observations in science notebook.

HINDI:

PUNJABI:

COMPUTER:
1. Learn L-1 to 5
2. Prepare Flash cards: 5 from Ch 1

5 from Ch 2
5 from Ch 3

Flash card contains question on one side and answers on another
Note: Do not Choose any Question/Fill up etc from Exercise


